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Significance of fluctuation observables
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Significance of fluctuation observables

theoretically fluctuations related to susceptibilities
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Connecting theory with experimental data

madai.us

Medium created in a heavy-ion collision is

yet still the success of statistical models and fluid
dynamical simulations points toward equilibrated 
matter (at least locally)!

Originate fluctuations from an equilibrated source?

2 approaches: statistical and dynamical modeling…

• extremely short-lived
• spatially extremely small
• inhomogeneous
• highly dynamical
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Significance of the chemical freeze-out
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Chemical freeze-out conditions via yields
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Chemical freeze-out conditions via yields
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Theoretical framework
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Sensitivity - fluctuations vs. yields
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Data analysis - yield ratios
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Data analysis - net-Kaon fluctuations
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Chemical freeze-out conditions
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Chemical freeze-out conditions
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Limitations of the approach

Dynamical evolution of the system completely ignored! 14



Dynamical evolution of fluctuations
Temporal evolution of conserved charges happens via diffusion:

 (in Milne coordinates)

strangeness does not evolve independently from other conserved charges X
→ conserved charges are coupled!

for fluctuation studies include stochastic forcing with amplitude 
coupled stochastic diffusion equations:

    (sum over repeated index Y)

noise-noise correlation function: 

→ diffusion matrix 15



Diffusion matrix and coupled evolution

M. Greif et al. 1711.08680 (see also J.A. Fotakis et al. 2102.08140)
considered a hadronic gas composed of the 19 lightest hadron species
→ microscopic calculation of         as function of T and 

→ self-contained study: EoS of hadron gas with 19 lightest
   species

temporal evolution of net-strangeness number coupled to
net-baryon number and electric charge non-linearly via:

• deterministic currents
• fluctuation dissipation balance
• EoS
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Diffusion matrix and Cholesky decomposition
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              For LHC conditions: 
noise-noise correlator 
→ stochastic noise components

C is such that                for semi-
positive diffusion matrix

Cholesky decomposition

expectations: net-strangeness diffusion can best keep up with the expansion, net-strangeness and 
net-baryon number are anti-correlated, net-electric charge diffusion more effective at small T



Linear approximation to the coupled evolution
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expansion of the net-densities to leading order in the chemical potentials:

→ results in coupled diffusion equations
    that are linear in the net-charge densities
 

(huge computational advantage)

HRG susceptibilities for LHC conditions

expectations: fluctuations decrease in equilibrium as a function of T, net-electric charge and 
net-strangeness fluctuations will be large



starting from arbitrary initial 
conditions in fixed size box at fixed T:

Decoupled      - dynamics: Equilibration
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Equilibration at different T

• variance of the net-baryon density
  equilibrates rather quickly
• equilibrium values decrease with T



Decoupled      - dynamics: Expanding medium
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T = 160 
MeV

T = 100 
MeV

start from the equilibrated system at 
T=160 MeV and follow trajectory for 
LHC conditions:
→ Bjorken expansion
→ Hubble-like temperature cooling

Expansion

• variance of the net-baryon density
  goes slightly out of equilibrium rather
  quickly and remains there
• 100 times stronger diffusion needed
   to maintain equilibrium



Coupled charge dynamics: Expanding medium
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Expansion as before but now including charge 
coupling:

• coupling slightly increases equilibrium
  values for the variance
• net-baryon number and net-strangeness
  are anti-correlated (negative co-variance)
• net-electric charge and net-strangeness
  variances are largest (longest “lifetimes”)
• net-electric charge sector driven out of 
  equilibrium quickly and strongly (maybe
  approaches equilibrium at later times)
• net-baryon number and net-strangeness
  remain closer to equilibrium

Attention: only local (co-)variances studied here → electric charge related observables survive longer



Conclusions
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• determination of chemical freeze-out conditions from strangeness
  observables at different beam energies within the HRG model
• in general fluctuations more sensitive than yields and/or their ratios
• freeze-out conditions obtained from strangeness fluctuations
  compatible with SHM fits to hadron yields
• coupled charge dynamics already impacts density profiles
  see J.A. Fotakis et al. 1912.09103, NPA 1005 (2021)

  but even more so the fluctuations
• with realistic diffusion coefficients difficult to maintain equilibrium
  even locally on the level of the (co-)variances
• but if source originally in equilibrium → electric charge related
  sectors preferable as signals decay slower



Role of resonance decays



Role of resonance decays



Improper inclusion of resonance decays



Impact of isospin randomization processes



Impact of isospin randomization processes



● Study of (net-p, net-Q) fluctuations and of 
(net-K fluctuations, Bbar/B yield ratios) 
➔ High sensitivity of fluctuations vs. yields 

on FO conditions.

- Can the freeze-out conditions be reliably determined from fluctuation observables?

Bluhm, Nahrgang, Eur.Phys.J.C.79 (2019)

Equilibrium HRG

● If the prior QGP evolution/hadronization leads 
to equilibrium at T≈160MeV:                                                                                   
Final fluctuations portray equilibrium at 
chemical freeze-out in the Q channels. 

● In the S channel: FO temperatures obtained 
from the comparison of equilibrium HRG vs. 
experiment are over-estimated compared to 
dynamically expanding systems. stochastic HRG diffusion

- Coupled dynamics of fluctuations shows:

● Separation of strange FO and light FO at 
highest beam energies.

see also: Bellwied et al., Phys.Rev.C.99 (2019)

Impact on heavy-ion collision phenomenology


